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what does it look like on
a plot how to present things
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When comparing solutions of
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Define efficiency Ip as her

close to ideal we are

strong scaling
A total resource we used

ideal ptp To

weak scaling
Ip Tfp how much slower are

we when we scale
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What does problem sie mean

A Dense matrix matrix
2 Stationary PDE
3 Time dep PDE
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Nahal size is N
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N 2N makes are

N2 4N entrés

Add 4 this as many processes
Keeps local matrix fixed

But N work in dagoratt

work goes from N 8N
need 8 ties the process cat
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doesn't really exist
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Stationary PDEs

Double dot coat N 32N
scalable solute method

cost is of Nlyn
012N gin

adding twice the compute helps
and we can weak scale

tried as we add resolute
need more thesteps for
accuracy even with implicit

methods
need more tristeps for
stability for explicit methods

to get an answer on

a bigger problem in a fixed

time budget need to strong scale



Consequenesfor gridbasedmethods

Basic linear algebra operation's
load balancing


